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LED Lighting
Cool/Natural/Warm

Cool
6000K

4500K
Natural

3000K
Warm

Cool white LEDS combine well with 
modern, bold and minimal themes and 
are great for task lighting and creating a 
bright and revitalising environment.

Integrated demister pads are an ultra-thin layer, mounted on the back of the 
mirror glass. When activated, they gently warm the adjacent portion of the mirror 
to eliminate condensation formation and clear the glass.

- Removes the need for wiping down
- Less condensation and damp
- Efficient lifestyle routine for people on the go
- clear for shaving and getting ready
- Mirror stays looking good with less watermarks

Correlated Colour Temperature (CCT) is a concept that provides seamless 
transition through the full spectrum of temperatures ranging from warm, 
through to natural and then to cool white light. This allows you to mimic 
outside lighting conditions with precision - a feature that has been 
scientifically proven to have a positive impact on our health.

Natural white sits between warm and 
cool white and recreates the effect of 
natural daylight. Natural white’s 
versatility means it can complement a 
range of bathroom styles.

Warm white LEDS have a yellow tone 
and complement bathrooms featur-
ing wooden surfaces and flooring. 
They also create a warm, relaxing 
ambiance perfect for relaxing.
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Steam free technology
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Demister Pad



Digital Clock
Clock display + Lighting + Demister

Enhaced display that not only shows the time, but also displays the date and temperature 
in the room, the most useful information needed for your every day routine.

We usually lose our perception of time while in the bathroom, either 
it;because we relax too much or spend time cleaning the mirror from fog, 
this can make us late for important meetings and dates. By including an 
accurate, programable digital clock display on your favorite led mirrors, 
you´ll never be late again and you won´t be needing to spend time 
cleaning your mirrors over and over again.
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Digital Screen
Date & Time + Temperature + Lighting + Demister + PIR Sensor
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Bluetooth Spearker

Demister

Lighting

Digital Clock

Demister
Lighting

Digital Screen ( Date & Time/Temperature )

PIR



Bluetooth
Connecting bluetooth devices

Bluetooth range is up to 5 meters distance, recommended for bathroom use only.
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Bluetooth Spearker
Integrated speakers for audio playback 
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Yoway Bluetooth Mirrors come with high fidelity stereo speakers,producing robust bass 
and accurate sounds at higher levels, we also enhanced the sound experience by 
offering two diffeerent speakers positions depending on your needs, rear speakers and 
side speakers for a more direct sound.

Your favorite tunes, podcast and audiobooks at the tap of your finger!
With our in-built bluetooth mirrors you can give life back to your bathroom!
Powered by a high range, specifically designer for bathroom use bluetooth 
sensor, you can have a seamless experience when connecting the mirror, 
playing your favorite music or even receiving calls.

Click to connect... ...

Bluetooth SpearkerBluetooth Spearker



Music screen
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Control every aspect and function of your mirror directly on the 
surface, our Digital Screen options bring custom functions and display 
essential information, such as:

- Turn on/off Demister and Lights                - Digital Clock in-built
- Temperature indicator built-in                   - Bluetooth connectivity switch built-in
- Skip songs, control speakers volume.      - Weather forecast and much more!

Four-button Bluetooth screen Four-button sensor screen

The weather WIFI screen

Six-button Bluetooth screen Six-button sensor screen

Defogger

Clock

TemperatureCalendar

Music control

Clock

Temperature

Lighting

Calendar

Inside/Outside Temperatures

Clock

Daily weather conditions

Humidity percentage

Clock

Lighting

Temperature

Clock

Temperature

Bluetooth

Wifi

PIR

PIR

Power

Defogger/Setting
Lighten/Down

Dim/Up

Lighten/Down
Dim/Up

Lighting/Bluetooth/Temperature

Clock/Play

Defogger/Setting/Play/Pause 

Music control
Defogger



Automatic Speech Recognition
Speech recognition module
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UV Disinfection
The UV disinfection lamp life of more than 5500 hours of work
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Program your mirror to be turned on/off with keywords!

The mirror recognizes specific programables words to control the lights 

making it easier to use when busy shaving, brushing your teeths or even 

when you are not near in the room.

UV Led Mirror Series come with in-built UV Light to sterilize all vanity and basin area.

Keep your envorement free of virus, bacterias and germs.

Additional sensors incorporated for a touchless experience.

Ideal for: Hotels, Public Bathrooms, Restaurants, Bars, guest rooms, etc.

‘TAP!’

Click to open... ...



Touch Sensors
Touch shape can be customized
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PIR Sensor
Motion activated
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- Seamless design                     - Simple control

- Minimal contact                       - Multi-functional

Activate the mirror by just walking into the room!
Part of our automated bathroom solutions, our PIR sensor knows exactly when you 
need the lights to turn on and it activates the mirror automatically by gently lighting up 
the room, this comes specially useful at night when it´s harder to find the switches and 
easier to get dazzled.

Touch sensors are incorporated seamlessly into the glass  surface and 
illuminate when active. Advanced lighting features may be controlled either 
by additional sensors or simply via one multi-touch sensor.

‘TAP!’

Lights out state
(People are out of range)

Automatically turn off the lights
(People go after 10 s)

Automatically turn on the light
(People are within range)

The induction range is 90°
The induction distance is 50cm

Click to turn on the light... ...

Demister

Light-control

PIR



Infra-red Sensors
Swipe activated
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Touch sensitive switch
High quality switch, good feeling, touch sensitive
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• Naturally increased hygiene in your daily routine through
   minimal contact and contamination
• Safety near wet zones with no electrical contact risk
• Discreet control allowing seamless appearance in design
• Less cleaning and maintenance - no fingerprints or smears

Designed for customers that want a clearer look and minimalistic design on their 

bathroom surfaces, the touch sensitive switch is placed on the side of the mirror, and 

prevents the mirror surface from getting oily or dirty by daily use of the switch.

Infra-red sensors are simply activated by a swipe of the hand. Advanced 
features, such as dimming and colour control,where available are 
operated by hovering the hand near the sensor.

Simply swipe hand below the infra-red sensor

BOTTOM VIEW

SIDE VIEW

‘Touch!’

Touch sensitive

Infra-red Sensors



Circular design
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Rocker switchRocker switch
Square design
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Made by using special Silica gel seal and waterproof components inside the switch. 
The square designs has a smoother transition when pressing it, making it easier to use 
and more satisfactory than the circular design.

Rocker switch to  control additional features,
strong, durable and reliable switch.

Note: This switch applies only to RLA199 profiles

SIDE VIEWSIDE VIEW

‘Press!’‘Press!’

Rocker switchRocker switch



Shaver Socket
Charging socket for shavers and toothbrushes
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Open the protective case to access the shaver socket ports

USB Port
Charging socket for shavers and toothbrushes

Dual usb charger IP44 certified.
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Colour：white
Voltage：220V-250Vac
Size：22*76*11mm

Colour：Black
Voltage：5V/2.1A
Size：40*66*15mm

Open

Close

Open/close

USB port

USB port

Waterproof
cover

Waterproof
cover

Indicator
light 

Waterproof
cover

European
standard

socket



Aluminum frame
Model : #3004
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Matt Gold

Matt Silver

Matt Black

Brushed Gold

Brushed Silver

Brushed Black

40 mm

9mm



Mobile：+86-186-7828-3606
Phone：+86-0632-5150311
E-mail：info@yowaymirror.com
Adress：Tengzhou City,China
Website: www.yowaymirror.com

Tengzhou Yoway Electronic Technology Co., Ltd Yushuo Group

BE PART OF THE INNOVATION

Explore our range now in AR
Scan the QR code

Mirrors made by Professionals


